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The classical conditional expectation with respect to o-algebras, on proba- 
bility measure spaces, has been extended for infinite measure spaces. In this 
paper we consider conditional expectations with respect to S-rings, on arbitrary 
measure spaces. An additional condition has to be imposed in order to insure 
the uniqueness of the conditional expectation. The existence of the conditional 
expectation is proved for functions in L” with 1 < p < CO, and, for localizable 
measures, also in Lm. 
The properties of the classical conditional expectation remain true in the 
general case, sometimes with some modifications. 
INTRODUCTION 
Conditional expectations have been defined initially for scalar valued functions 
on a probability measure space (see Doob [2] and Moy [6]). Then Driml and 
Hani [3], Chatterji [l], Scalora [IO], A. Ionescu Tulcea and C. Ionescu Tulcea 
[4] have extended the definition for Bochner integrable functions. In [4] the 
measure space is considered to be u-finite. Recently conditional expectations 
on infinite measure spaces have been studied. A. Ionescu Tulcea and C. Ionescu 
Tulcea [5] prove the existence of the conditional expectation EJ for functions 
f in L”(T, 2, p), where (T, Z, p) is a localizable measure space, and LI is a sub 
u-algebra of 2. Wulbert [Ill defines the conditional expectation EA as an 
operator on L1( T, Z, p), where (T, Z, p) is an arbitrary measure space and LI 
is a a-ring (but does not prove the existence of EL f). Rao [7-91 also studies 
conditional expectations with respect to u-algebras, in infinite measure spaces. 
In this paper we consider an arbitrary measure ipace (T, Z, CL) and a S-ring (1 
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of p-integrable sets, and define the conditional expectation E1,f for functions 
f : T--j A’, with values in a Banach space X, which are A-locally p-integrable, 
that is such that ,fpA E LX1 for every A E A, in particular for functions in LX*‘, 
1 < p < CO. In this case, the classical conditions: E,,f is A-measurable and 
satisfies the equality 
j)Lfd~ = j fh for 4 EA; 
A 
are no more sufficient for the uniqueness almost everywhere of E,,f. In order to 
insure the uniqueness we impose an additional condition (see Definition 1) 
which is superfluous in the classical case. The main part of the paper is Section 4 
containing a proof of the existence of EAf for every function f EL,P for 
1 < p < co, and, in case (T, 2, CL) is localizable, for every A-locally p-integrable 
f ,  in particular forf in LX”. It follows that our definition extends and unifies all 
the previous definitions. In the last part of the paper we show that most properties 
of the classical conditional expectations remain valid in the general case, 
sometimes with some modifications. For each property we have to prove that 
the additional condition in Definition 1 is satisfied. 
In subsequent papers we shall apply these results to extend for the case of 
infinite measure spaces the characterization as conditional expectation of some 
linear projections in LP, and also to prove the convergence of martingales, 
defined by means of a-rings. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall the properties of conditional expectations for finite 
measure spaces and also the definition and some properties of infinite measure 
spaces in a form which is convenient in the second part of the paper, for the 
definition of conditional expectations. 
1. Conditional Expectations for Finite Measure Spaces 
Let (T, Z, CL) be afinite measure space, that is, Z is a u-algebra and /.L is positive, 
finite and complete. Let A be a sub u-algebra of 2, containing all the p-negligible 
sets, We shall write Lp(Z) instead of Lp(p), 1 < p < CO; then Lp(d) is the subset 
of Lp(Z) consisting of A-measurable functions. 
For every function f  E Ll(Z), the conditional expectation off with respect to n 
is the unique (p-a.e.) function EAf ELI(Z), w rc is A-measurable and satisfies h. h 
j-,E,fh = j-,fC, for AEA. 
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Here are the most important properties: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
E, is linear on G(Z); 
EAf = f if and only if f is A-measurable; 
EA2 = E/, ; 
E,l = 1; 
EA is positive; 
lEAfI GE,lfl; 
E,,E, = E,E,l = EA, if A’ CA; 
II E,if IIs G llf 112, for 1 < p < ~0; 
E,Lp(z‘) = L”(A), 1 <p d 00; 
EA(fEA g) = E,fE, g, for f ELPV), g E-W?, I/P + I/q = 1; 
J(E,f)gdp = jfE,gdp, for fELV7, gELV), I/P + I/q = 1; 
If fny f then E,,f,, -+ Ef p-a.e.; 
If fn + f, CL-a.e. and / fn j < g for some g EP(Z) and all n, then 
EAfn + E*f p-a.e.; 
14. If S : T + T is a measure preserving transformation, then 
(EA f) o S = Es-ln(f o S). 
Let now X be a Banach space. We define the conditional expectation EAf for 
functions f E L,‘(E). We remark first that L1 C L(X, Lf), by identifying a scalar 
function ‘p ELI with the mapping x -+ q~x of X into Lj. [L(X, Y) = space of 
continuous linear mappings from X into the Banach space Y.] 
Consider the measure m: Z--+&4) defined by 
44 = EAY~ , for A ~2. 
We have /I m(A)/ll = p(A), hence m has finite variation / m I, and ] m / = CL. 
[Here and below vA is the indicator function of the set A.] 
For every function f E L&i’), we define the conditional expectation 
E,if ELxV) by 
We deduce that Elif is A-measurable and satisfies 
j-, &f dLc = 1‘, f dp> for AEA 
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(first for step functions, and then for any function f~L,rl(Z)). Here are some 
properties: 
(I) I f  27, I- are Banach spaces and u : ,Y ---f I- is linear and continuous, 
then 
E,(u 0 f) = u 0 E‘,f; 
(II) E,(vx) = (E,cp)x, for v  EU(Z) and x E X; 
(III) (EAf, x’j = EA(f, x‘j, for f ELxl(Z) and x’ E X’; 
All the properties 1-13, which make sense for the vector valued case, remain 
valid in this case. Properties 10 and 11 can be stated in the following way: 
Let X, Y, Z, be Banach spaces and (x, y) + x . y  be a bilinear continuous 
mapping of X M 1’ into Z. 
10’. E/,(f . E,, R) = E/,f E,, g, 
11’. J(-%f)& = jfE,dtL> for f E L,P(Z) and g E Lrq(Z), 
I/P + l/q = 1. 
In particular, g can be scalar valued, or with values in X’. 
2. Measure Spaces 
By a measure space, we understand a triple (T, Z, r), where Z is a S-ring (that 
is, closed under finite unions, differences and countable intersections) and p 
is a positive, Jinite measure on 2, which is also complete (that is A C B E Z and 
p(B) = 0 imply A E 2:). 
Let (T, Z, p) be a measure space. We denote by Z,, or u(Z) the u-ring generated 
by Z and by Z;,, or lot(Z), the a-algebra of the sets EC T which are “locally” 
in Z, that is such that E n A E Z for every A E Z. The sets of Z;,, are called 
Z-measurable. We can extend p to a positive (possibly infinite) measure p* on 
&c by 
/L*(E) = sup{p(A); A E 2, A C E}, for E E Bloc . 
The sets NE Zioc with p*(N) = 0 are called X-negligible or p-negligible; 
hence N is Z-negligible i f f  N n A E Z and &N n A) = 0 for A E Z. 
Let X be a Banach space. The support of a function ,f : T + X is the set 
suppf = (t : f (t) # 0). We say that f is Z-negligible if its support is Z 
negligible; f is said to be Z-measurable if for every set A E Z, there exists a 
sequence (f,J of Z-step functions (of the form ZqA2xi (finite sum) with Ai E Z 
and xi E ;Y), such that fn(t) + f (t), Z-a.e. on A. 
Hence, f is Z-measurable (Z-negligible) i f f  fvA is Z-measurable (Z-negligible) 
for every A E Z. 
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For 1 < $ < co, L,r(Z) is the space of functions .f : T -+ X which are 
Z-measurable, with support in. .ZO, and limit Z-a.e. of a sequence of Z-step 
functions which are fundamental in mean of order p. Functions in L,P(Z) 
which are equal Z-a.e. will be identified. 
Given a class VC Z;,, , we say that a function . f  : T + X is %‘-locally 
Z-integrable if for every set A 6 V we havefp?, ELLS. The space of Z-locally 
Z-integrable functions f : T -+ X is denoted by L:,,,(2). 
All functions f EL,*(Z) with 1 < p < CO are Z-locally Z-integrable. 
For every set A E 2& we define the equivalence class A” = (BE ,Z& ; 
A n B is Z-negligible} and denote by L?‘l oc the set of equivalence classes /%’ 
with A E 21,,c . We define the order relation A”C B by “A\B is Z-negligible”. 
Given a class V C Zl,, , the sup{A”; A E V} does not necessarily exist in Z;,, . 
We say that the measure space (T, Z, p) is localizable, if every subset of .&,, 
has a supremum in &,, . 
Even if (X, 2, CL) is not localizable, we have 
3 = sup{A; AGE, ACE}, for every E E &,, . 
In particular, 
F- = sup(A; A E iY>. 
We shall need the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA A. If %? C Z;,, is a class of sets, then the following two assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) sup{A; A E %‘} = T’, for some T’ E 2& ; 
(ii) for every B E .Z with B C T’, there exists a countable subclass GF?~ C $9 
such that the set 
B\ U{A; A E VB} is Z-negligible. 
LEMMA B. Let V C 2& be a ciass such that 
sup{2 : A E U} = P. 
(j) I f  E E Z~ioc and EC T’, then 
I? = sup{&-~4; AEQ?} 
(jj) A function f: T -+ X with supp f  C T’ is Z-measurable (Z-negligibze) 
iff fqJA is Z-measurable (Z-negligible) for every A E 5f; 
(jjj) A set EC T’ is Z-measurable (Z-negligible) iff E n A is Z-measurable 
(Z-negligible) for every A E %?. 
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3. Sub Measure Spaces 
Let (T, 2, p) be a measure space and A C 27 be a a-ring containing all the 
negligible sets of Z. 
If we denote by pA the restriction of TV to A, then (T, A, pn) is again a measure 
space. 
Then A, C ZO , and every .&negligible set is also d-negligible. But .410c and 
&,, are in general incomparable. 
Ifsup(A;AEA) = F;’ 2 m rot , then from Lemma B we deduce that Aroc C Z;,, 
and the negligible sets are the same with respect to 2 or A. 
Let X be a Banach space. We have L,P(A) CL,P(C) for 1 &p < CO; 
moreover, 
j-f 4.z = J^ f hi, for f ELxl(A), 
and for fELXD(A) with 1 < p < co, the seminorm Ij f jjg) is the same in L,p(A) 
and &P(~). Every Z-negligible function is also A-negligible. But in general 
L,“(A) and L,“(Z) are incomparable. 
If sup{A; A E A> = rl’ in Z;,, , then, using Lemma B we deduce that the 
negligible functions are the same for Z and A, and L,“(A) CL,“(Z). 
II. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
4. DeJinition and Existence 
Let (T, 2, p) be a measure space and A C Z be a &ring containing all the 
negligible sets of Z. Let X be a Banach space. 
DEFINITION 1. Let f : T -+ X be a A-locally Z-integrable function. 
We say that a function g : T -+ X is the conditional expectation off with 
respect to A if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) g is A-measurable; 
(b) g is A-locally integrable and 
s gdpn = Rfd,u, for AEA; A i 
(c) sup(A; A E A, A C G} = (? in &, where G = suppg. 
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The conditional expectation of f with respect to A is denoted by h’Af or 
E(f 1 A). Condition (b) above is then written 
j E,fdtL= j- f&v for AEA. 
4 A 
We shall see that if EAf exists, then it is uniquelly defined Z-a.e. 
Remarks. 1. Suppose that g = EA f exists and let G = supp EA f. 
Then: 
(i) G E (II,, since EAf is A-measurable. 
(ii) G E &,, by condition (c). 
(iii) EAf is Z-measurable. In fact, for every A E A, the function vAE,f 
is A-measurable, hence Z-measurable. Using condition (c) and Lemma B 
we deduce that EAf is Z-measurable. 
(iv) if g’ is another function satisfying conditions (a) and (b) then 
g’p, = g, Z-a.e.; if G’ = suppg’, then G C G’. In fact, from (a) and (b) we 
deduce that gspa = g’vA , Z-a.e. for every A E A. From Lemma B we deduce 
that g = gq, = g’y,, 2-a.e.; hence G C G’. 
(v) Edf is uniquelly defined Ca.e. In fact, if g’ is another function 
satisfying conditions (a)-(c), then from (iv) we deduce g = g’. 
2. If sup{A; A E A} = P - exists in &, , then condition (c) is equivalent 
to GCF. In fact if GCT’ then e==i?nr’=sup(enA;A~A)= 
sup{B; B E A, B C G}, since G E Ai,, . The converse implication is evident. 
In particular, if sup{A; A E A} = T, then condition (c) is superfluous. 
3. The conditional expectation does not necessarily exist. We shall see 
that EAf exists for every function f cLxP(ZI), 1 < p < co; in case (T, 2, p) is 
localizable, Elif exists for every f EL&@). 
4. Conditions (a) and (b) do not define the conditional expectation 
uniquelly, Ca.e. Moreover, even if the conditional expectation does not exist, 
we might have functions satisfying conditions (a) and (b) but different from 
each other on a nonnegligible set. 
For example, suppose. that the set {A; A E A} does not have a supremum in 
2 rOc ; then there exists a set T’ C T such that Tf # T and AC T’ for every 
A E A. If we take f = 1, then the functions g, = 1 and g, = pr , are A- 
measurable and satisfy 
but g, and g, differ on the nonnegligible set T’. 
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On the other hand, the conditional expectation off does not exist, since any 
function g satisfying (a) and (b), satisfies also gv,,, = T,, , Z-a.e. for every 
A E A; if G = suppg, we have AC G for every A E A, and condition (c) 
contradicts the hypothesis that sup{A”; A E A> does not exist. 
LEMMA 2. Let f  : T + X be a A-locally, Z-integrable function, vanishing 
outside a set FE A,, . Then EAf exists and vanishes outside F. 
Proof. Assume first that F E A. Consider the$nite measure space (F, Zp , Pi), 
whereZF ={AEZ;ACF) and pF is the restriction of p to A, . Then A, is a 
sub u-algebra of Z;. . Since the restriction fF off to F is Cc,-integrable, there 
exists the conditional expectation EAFfF : F + X, which is A,-measurable 
and satisfies the equality 
If  we denote by g the extension to T of EA,fF, with 0 outside F, then g is A- 
measurable and satisfies 
I’,& = j,fh for AEA. 
Moreover, G = supp g is A-measurable and contained in FE A, so that 
GE A, and condition (c) is satisfied, so that g = E,,f. 
I f  now F is the union of a sequence (F,) of mutually disjoint sets of A, then 
for every n, EAfvF, exists and vanishes outside F,, . 
The function 
is A-measurable, satisfies 
g = zE/,(f&), 
j,g dr = C,f dp, for AEA, 
and G = supp g CF E a(A); hence G satisfies also condition (c), therefore 
g = FAf. 
As a corollary, we deduce the following 
LEMMA 3. If  f  : T + X is A-locally Z-integrable, and if the conditional 
expectation E,,,f exists, then 
E;l(fvA) = y,J4E,f, for every A E Alec . 
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Proof. Put g = E*f and let A E Aroc . Then the function g’ = v’a g is 
R-measurable and satisfies 
j,g’ 4 = janag 4 = J,,,f 4 = /, YAf 4, for BEA. 
Moreover, if G = supp g, then G’ = supp g’ = G n A. From G = sup{B; 
B E A, B C G) we deduce 
therefore g’ = EJfyA). 
To prove the existence of the conditional expectation for functions in Lg 
with 1 < p < co, we need the following 
LEMMA 5. If E E & , then there exists a set F E A, such that 
AEA and AnF=$*p(AnE)=O. 
Proof. Consider first the case E ~2. If p(A n E) = 0 for every A ~(1, 
we take F = +. In the contrary case let @ be the set of families (A& of disjoint 
sets of A, such that p(Ai n E) > 0 f or every i E I. Then @ is not empty and 
every family of di is at most countable, since 
The set @ is ordered by inclusion and every totally ordered subset has a 
supremum; therefore, by Zorn’s lemma, there exists a maximal family (Ai& 
in @. We take F = UiSI, Ai ; since this family is countable, we have FE A,, ; 
since this family is maximal, for every A E .A with A n F = # we have 
p(A nE) = 0. 
If now E is the union of a sequence (E,) of 2, then for each n we find, as above, 
asetF,EAa, and we takeF = UFn. 
THEOREM 6. Let f : T---f X be a A-locally Z-measurable function. 
If f  vanishes outside a set E E & , then EAf exists and vanishes outside a set 
FEA,. 
Proof. LetFEA,besuchthatAEAandAnF=++~(AnE)=O. 
It follows that 
f9)A =fvFv~ , z-a.e.y for every A E A. 
By Lemma 2, E,(fvF) exists and vanishes outside F. We have 
j-, E(fvF) 4 = slfp)p dcL = 1, f dp, for AEA, 
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so that EA(fpF) is the conditional expectation off with respect to fl: 
E‘lf = EA(fP)F). 
COROLLARY 7. For every function f  E L,P(Z) with 1 < p < co, the conditional 
expectation EAf exists and supp EAf E A, . 
We shall see that if f  EL,+?), 1 < p < co, then E,,,f EL*P(A). 
THEOREM 8. If  the measure space (T, Z, CL) is localixabb, then EAf exists for 
any A-locally, .Z’-integrable function f  : T + X. 
Proof. For every set A ~(1, the conditional expectation EA(fvJ exists, 
and we have 
EA(fp/,) = E,(f4 Z-a.e. on A n B, for A,BEA. 
Since (X, Z, p) is localizable, there exists a function g : T + X, such that 
i%A = E,(fy& C-a.e. for every set A E fl. 
It follows that g is n-measurable. Again by localizability, there exists 
P = sup{a; A E A} in .ZIO, . 
If we take T’ E 5?’ we have T’ E (Iroe . The function g’ = gv,’ is then fl- 
measurable and 
Since suppg’ C T’, by remark 2”, condition (c) is satisfied, so that g’ = EAf. 
COROLLARY 9. If  (T, Z, CL) is localizable, then EAf exists for every function 
f  EL.rW* 
We shall see that in this case we have EJ E L,“(A). 
Remark. Let f  : T -+ X be a (I-locally Z-measurable function. In case 
(T, Z, CL) is not localizable, EAf does not necessarily exist. But Ell(fvJ exists 
for every set A E (1. We call the family (E,(fvA))aon , the pseudo conditional 
expectation off with respect to A. 
The existence of E*f is equivalent to the existence of a function g with 
minimal support [that is, satisfying condition (c)] such that 
Z-a.e., for every A E A. 
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If f > 0, the existence of E,,f is equivalent to the existence of 
g” = sup@/dfv.& A E 4 
in the space e(Z) of equivalence classes of Z-measurable real functions, and 
then EAf = g. 
5. Properties of the Conditional Expectation 
Let (T, 2, p) be a measure space and /I C Z be a &ring containing all the 
negligible subsets of Z: 
The usual properties of the conditional expectation in finite measure spaces 
remain valid in this general case. 
All the functions considered in the statements below will be supposed to be 
(I-locally Z-integrable. 
PROPOSITION 10. If  EAf and FA g exist, then E*(af + /?g) exists and 
E/&f + pg) = d*f + pE/, g. 
Proof. The function h = OrE, f  + /3E, g is A-measurable and 
hvA = E/&z&f + fig)), for every A E (1. 
Let F = supp E*af, G = supp EJg, and H = supp h. We have, evidently, 
fiCPue. Let BEE be such that BCH, and &4nB)=O for every 
A~A.ThenB=B,uB,,whereB,=BnFandB,=BnG.Wehave 
also p(An Bi) = 0 for i = 1,2 and every AEA. Since e = sup(A;a~rl, 
A C G}, by Lemma B we deduce that A, is Z-negligible; in the same way, A, is 
Z-negligible, hence A is Z-negligible. It follows that A = sup(A; A e A, A C H}; 
hence h is the conditional expectation of af + /lg. 
PROPOSITION 11. I f  f  is A-measurable and if the support F = supp f  satisfies 
P = sup{A; A E A, A C F} then E*f exists and EAf = f. 
In fact the function g = f  satisfies all the conditions of Definition 1. 
COROLLARY 12. Let f  be A-measurable 
1. I f  f  vanishes outside a set of ZO , then Enf = f, 
2. I f  E*f exists, then 
E,,f =frpc 3 where G = supp E*f; 
3. I f  T’ = supp(& A E A} exists in .&, then EAf exists and EAf = fvTl . 
In particular, if sup{A; A E A} = T, then EAf = f. 
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In particular, E,1 = 1, ;f  and only if sup(a; A E Al\ .= p. 
PROPOSITION 14. If  EAf exists, then EAzf exists and 
In fact, the function f’ = E,,f satisfies the conditions of Definition 1. 
PROPOSITION 15. If  EAf exists and if f  > 0, then EAf > 0. 
Proof. For every set A E A, we have E,fvA 3 0. 
The set B = (t; (EAf)(t) -=c 0} is contained in supp E*f and A n B is 
negligible for every set A E A. By Lemma B, B is Z-negligible, therefore 
Enf >, 0, Zax. 
COROLLARY 16. If  EAf and E* g exist and ;f f  < g, then EAf < E,, g. 
PROPOSITION 17. If  EAf and E* / f  / exist, then 
IEiifl GE,lfl. 
Proof. We have 
IEAfvd GE,lflvA for every A E A. 
The set B=(jE,,fj >E,(fl) is A- measurable, contained in supp E*f, 
and A n B is Z-negligible for every A E A; by Lemma B, B is Z-negligible 
hence / EAf 1 < EA If /, 2ka.e. 
PROPOSITION 18. Suppose that E*f exists, and let A’ C A be a S-ring (containing 
all the negligible set of 2). Then E*,f exists if and only if E,,(E,f) exists; in this 
case 
E/M/, f) = EArf. 
In fact, for every set A E A we have 
E,,((E, f) VA) = E,,(E,(fv,)) = E/4fva), 
and the conclusion then follows easily. 
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PROPOSITION 19. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and U : S + Y a continuous 
linear mapping. 
Let f  : T ---f X be A-locally Z-integrable. If  Enf exists, then E,,( U 0 f) exists and 
E,(Uof) = Uo E/,f. 
Proof. The function U 0 f  is A-locahy Z-integrable and 
1, Uofdp = U j, f  dp, for AE/~. 
The function U 0 EAf is A-measurable and for every A E A we have 
j-/JoE/jfdp= UIAEAfdp= UJAfdp= j- Uofdp. 
A 
We remark that supp U o EAf C supp E*f, hence U 0 Ellf satisfies condition 
(c) of the Definition 1. It follows that EA( U of) = U 0 EAf. 
COROLLARY 20. If  E*f exists, then for every x’ E X’, E,,((f, x’)) exists and 
EA((fi x’>) = CEAf, xl>. 
COROLLARY 21. If  F is scalar valued and if E,p exists, then for every x E E, 
E,(q~x) exists and 
PROPOSITION 22. If  f  E L,p(Z), 1 < p < so, and if E*f exists (in case 
p = co), then EA f  f  L,P(A) and 
II EAf IIs G ilf lln . 
Moreover, if , f  E L&Z’), then 
IAGfdp = S, f  dp, for every A E Alec . 
Proof. For every set A E A, we have E,,fvA E L,p(A) and 
11 EMA 11~ < lifTA 11~ < iif lb * 
Consider first the case 1 < p < CO. By Corollary 7, EAf exists and has its 
support in A,. Let (A,) be an increasing sequence of A with union 
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equal to F = supp EAf. Then fvA ---f fvF pointwise and in L,p(Z), hence 
&fya, --f EAfyF = E*f in mean. ?rom 11 E,,fpA, liy :; 1; f Ilp for every n we 
deduce II EAf Ih < ilf /lp . 
If now p = cc and if E&f exists, the set B -::- {t; / EAf i(t) -2 ,If /em> is 
contained in supp E*f and A\B is Z-negligible for every iz E A. By Lemma B, 
B is Z-negligible, hence 
I EAf I < Ilf Ilm z-:-a.e.; consequently II E,if IL < ll.fl!m . 
If now f ELII( let F = supp f E ZV and let G E A, be such that B E A 
and B n G = C# imply p(B nF) = 0. Then E,,f = E,(fqc). Let (G,,) be an 
increasing sequence of A such that G = u G, . Then for every set A E Alec 
we have f?mG, -+fP)anc = fvA and P)anc,EAf - v,dncE,tf, in -hV). Since 
A n G, E A, for every n, we have 
whence 
s Edfva) dr-L 
Since EA(fpA) = VA E,,f, we deduce 
.c E/if + A 
COROLLARY 23. We have 
E,,Lxp(~) = W(fl), 
and, in case (T, 2, p) is ZocalixabZe, 
J’ f& A 
for 1 <p < 00, 
E,L,“(Z) = L,“(A) n Lx”(Z). 
In fact, EAf is both A-measurable and Z-measurable; if 1 < p < co we have 
W(A) c Jwyq ; if p = co and (T, 2, p) is localizable, then putting 
p = sup{A; A E A}, EAf vanishes outside T’ and the negligible subsets of T’ 
are the same for 2’ and for A, hence 11 EAf /lm is the same if we consider E,,f in 
L,“(Z) or in L,“(A). 
Let X, Y, 2, be Banach spaces and (u, w) + uv be a continuous bilinear 
mapping of X x Y into 2. Let f: T + X and g : T --+ Y be two functions. 
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PROPOSITION 24. Iffand fg are A-locally Z-integrable, if EAf exists and if g 
is A-measurable, then E,(fg) exists and 
E,(fg) = E/if. g. 
Proof. For every set A E A we have 
E,(fgv..,J = (EAf )gvA . 
In fact, if for every n we define g,(t) = g(t) if \ g,(t)\ < n and g%(t) = 0 
otherwise, then g, - g pointwise and g, E&~(A); hence, by the classical 
property for finite measure spaces 
E,(fg,rp,) = E,(fcp~) 8ng)a = (En.0 g@A . 
Since fgn(Pa -+ fg,, pointwise and 1 fg,yA 1 < 1 fg 1 EU(Z), by Lebesque’s 
dominated convergence theorem, we have fg,,q,., + fgcpA in L,l(Z); consequently, 
EA(fg,cp,J 4 E,(fggA) in L&Z), and pointwise if we take a subsequence. 
On the other hand, (EA f) g,pA -+ (EA f) gvA . Passing to the limit, pointwise, 
in the equality 
EA(fg&‘A) = (E, f) g&‘,a 
we deduce 
E/l(fgpz4) = (EAf) g?A * 
The function h = (EA f)g is A-measurable, and satisfies 
k’A = E,(fgVA), for AEA. 
If we put F = supp Ellf, G = supp g and H = supp h, we have 
H CF n G CF. Since P = sup{a; A E A, A CF}, we deduce l? = supp(A; 
A E A, A C H}, so that h is the conditional expectation of ,fg 
EAfd = PA f) . g. 
COROLLARY 25. If Enf and E,,g exist and iffE,g is A-locally Zintegrable, 
then E*( fE* g) exists and 
EA(f * EA g) = Ez,f. EA g. 
COROLLARY 26. If  f  ELXp(Z) and g E LX*(Z), l/p + l/q = 1, then 
Ez,(f * EA g) = E,,f. E,, g. 
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PROPOSITION 27. If  E4f and EA g exists and if fE*, g and (E.,, f) g are 
A,-locally .Zintegra&le, then 
Proof. By Corollary 25, Eh(fEA g) and E,(E,f. g) exist and 
EA(f .E,g) = E/,.f .E,g = E,(g*E,f). 
Then for every set A E A we have 
1, f  . EAg dcL = I, E*(f . &g) dr-L = 1, E,(E,f . g) dr-~ = jA W . g dp. 
Let now A E A, and let (A,) be an increasing sequence of A with union A. 
We have 
pointwise and in L,l(.Z). Since 
clnfK,g dtL = J’ Edf. gdp> for every 12, 
,(?I 
we deduce 
COROLLARY 28. If  f  EL,p(Z) and g EL&Z), 1 /p + l/q = 1, then 
PROPOSITION 29. If  fS + f, ,Z-a.e. and j fn 1 <g, where g is A-locally 
Z-integrable, and if EAfn exists for every n, then. E*f exists and 
Enfn + EAf, .Z-a.e. 
Proof. For every A E A we have fnvA --f fqA .Z-a.e. and 1 f,vA 1 < gy,, , so 
that by the classical case of finite measure spaces, 
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The function g(t) = lim(E,fJ(t) if the limit exists and g(t) = 0 otherwise 
is A-measurable and 
If G, = supp EAfn and G = supp g, we have G C G, and sup(A”; A E A, 
A C U GJ = U G, so that G = sup{A; A E A, A C G}, hence g = E,,f. 
We have then 
EAf,, + E*f, on G and outside lJ G, . 
The set B on which EAfn does not converge to EAf is contained in (J G, , 
and A n B is Z-negligible for every A E A, so that B is Z-negligible, consequently 
EAfn + EAf, Z-a.e. 
PROPOSITION 30. If  fn and f  are real valued, ;f  fn f  f  and if E* fn exists for 
every n, then E*f exists and 
EAf,, --t EAf, Z-a.e. 
Proof. By the classical case, for every set A E A we have fnvA 7 fpA , 
hence 
E,(f&‘,) f  EA(f$‘/i), Z-u. 
Put g(t) = lim EAfn(t) if the limit is finite and g(t) = 0 otherwise. Then g is 
A-measurable and 
gvA = E,(fq’A), z-a4 for every A E A. 
If we put G = suppg and G, = supp fn , we have G C (J G, and lJ G, = 
sup{A;Ad,ACUG,}h ence G = sup{A; A E A, A C G}, thereforeg = Ellf. 
The set B on which E4f,, does not converge to EAf is contained in U G, and 
A n B is Z-negligible for every A E A, so that B is Z-negligible; consequently, 
ELfa + E*f, Z-a.e. 
PROPOSITION 31. Let S : T -+ T be a measure preserving transformation, 
that is A E 2 + S-lA E 2 and p(S-lA) = p(A). 
I f  Enf exists, then E,.+Jf o S) exists and 
E.&f 0 S) = (Ellf) o S. 
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Proof. For every A E A we have S-lA E S-IA and 
j 
S-IA 
(E,f)oSdcL = j(E/,f)+wSd~ 
= j(fvhW= j foS& 
S-IA 
and the function g = (E,, f) o S is S-IA-measurable. If F = supp EAf and 
G = suppg then G = S-IF. Since E = {A; A E A; A CF}, we deduce that 
e = (8; B E S-l/l, B C G}; hence g = E&(f o S). 
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